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The author attempts to give a mathematical 
description of some operations of a special type of sym- 
metry called similarity symmetry. 

Similarity symmetry Is understood as an ex- 
tension of classical symmetry,, which Is based on the 
concept of two equalities, direct congrulty and IrMsrse 
congrulty.  In similarity symmetry the concept of 
equality Is extended to parts of a figure which are sim- 
ilar geometrically without being equal In area or vol- 
ume. A symmetrical position of the given parts of a 
figure Is achieved by multiplication of any Initial 
parts (or part), using the operations described below. 
These operations place similarly shaped parts Into def- 
inite positions, forming the whole figure. 

Shubnlkov enumerates the following new opera- 
tions of this symmetry: 

a) Operation K consists In a parallel trsns- 
latlon of similar parts with a simultaneous change of 
their size according to a given scale.  The point of 
Intersection of straight lines drawn through correspond- 
ing points of the figure parts. Is called the special 
point of the figure.  Figure 1 shows an example of the 
similarity symmetry K. 

Pig. 1. Similarity 
Symmetry K 

Pig. 2. Similarity 
Symmetry L 

Pig. 3. Similarity 
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b) Operation L consists In a rotation of a 

part about a fixed axis through a given angle followed 
by a translation of the part, as In Operation K. (See 
Figures 2, 3, k,   5,  and 6).  L can be defined as a 
spiral motion around the similarity axis L. 

c) Operation M Is analogous to the operatjcn 
of simple or sliding mirror reflection In classical sym- 
metry.  It can be called a mirror reflection In the 
plane of similarity.  The method of operating can be 
seen from Figures 1,  8, and 9«  The bisector of the an- 
gle A'OA (Figure 7) Indicates the position of the plane 
of similarity. 

Pig. 4 
Similarity Symmetry L 

Fig. 5 
Similarity Symmetry L 

Fig. 6 
Similarity Symmetry L 

Fig. 7 
Similarity Symmetry M 
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Flg. 8. Similarity ^rnmetry M 

Pig. 9. SlmUarlty Synmetry M Pig. 10. Similarity Symiastxy N 

The operations K, L,  and M represent all conceivable opera- 
tions for similarity symmetry in a plane. These operatlcns 
can be combined with the operations of classical synmetry, 
as discussed below.  In this preliminary article, Shubnt- 
kov gives only one operation (Operation N) applicable to 
three-dimensional figures.  (Figure 10).. Operation N can 
be considered as a multiplication of Operation L by Opera- 
tion K. 

If the similarity axis L coincides with a symme- 
try axis of any order, similarity groups, designated as 
2'T-i,  3'uf  ^'li, etc., arise, a  (Figures 11, 12, 13). A sym- 
metry axis and a similarity plane parallel to It produce 
similarity groups 2»M, 3'M, 4»M, etc. (Figure 14). Finally, 
three elements of similarity symmetry, namely, one of the 
similarity elements K, L, or M, a symmetry axis and a sym- 
metry plane ir* give rise to the groups: 

mL, 2'sai,,  3^mL, etc.,  or mM, 2*inM, 3'mM, etc. 

Some examples of the figures arising from such combinations 
are shown In Figure 15, 16, 17, and 18. 

Pig. 11 
Similarity Symmetry 7jL 

Fig. 12 
Similarity Symmetry 12|L 
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Flg.   13 
Similarity Symitetry 6jL 

Figo   15 
Similarity S/rnir.^try 12{mL 

Pig.   17 
Similarity  Synutietry 2jmK 

Pig»   14 
Similarity Syrometry 8<rM 

Fig.   16 
SImi 1 ar 11 y Syiratotry 12* T4L 

Pig.   18 
Similarity Synmetry 3<iiM 
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The author Intends to present a more detailed 

analysis of the operations of similarity symmetry, par- 
ticularly those applying to three-dimensional figures, 
at a later dato. According to the author, one of the 
possible fields of application of the new theory could 
be the problem of rhythmical phenomena In crystallog- 
raphy. 

To the writer's knowledge, this article repre- 
sents the first systematic approach to the little stud- 
ied problem of similarity symmetry.  In addition, the 
writer believes that the mathematical method of descrip- 
tion given by the author could be used for the analysis 
of periodical and oscillating phenomena not only in crys- 
tallography, as mentioned by Shubnlkov, but also in de- 
signing rotating constructions exposed to rhythmical gravi- 
tational action and effects, e.g., interplanetary sta- 
tions. Thus, the study may have some bearing on space 
technology. 
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